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My best holiday ever is…
I would opt for two, rather than one, such memories, as the two cannot be compared directly. The first refers to a honeymoon visit to the Eastern Caribbean, where my wife Prascovia and myself swam in a rainforest waterfall on the island of St. Lucia, whilst the second refers to a highland retreat with my wife and one-year-old daughter Ylenia on the Scottish Highlands close to Glen Coe. On second thoughts, the vibrant cities of Barcelona and Lisbon deserve a mention too, as well as the mist-enshrouded coastline of Normandy.


My biggest gaffe abroad is…
We had decided to combine a visit to Greece and Turkey, cognizant of the fact that the countries and peoples considered themselves as the antonym of the other, even though relations between the two have been on the mend of late. After delectating our taste buds on some excellent Greek feta cheese, once in Turkey we got carried away and still asked for Greek cheese, only to be met with a frown and a terse reference to the equally tasteful Turkish goat cheese. 
One place I would never return to is…

Fortunately, I am not in a position to make such a statement since I have enjoyed my trips abroad (obviously to varying degrees), probably due to exhaustive planning well in advance.  Perhaps I would avoid visit desert countries or large metropolis such as Rome and Paris in the summer months, for obvious reasons. I have experienced the grueling Libyan desert in August at stifling temperatures perennially above the forty mark am coy about repeating the visit. This might sound like an odious cliché, but one visit to New York in a lifetime is more than enough.

My dream trip is…
A trip with no Blackberry or Internet access or no Maltese co-travellers (except the ones I choose of course) to the south island of New Zealand or to Patagonia in South America, away from all vestiges of civilization. Closer to home, a second romp through Scandinavia or Normandy would be equally as refreshing. 

My favourite city is…
Stockholm, as it combines the affluence of past glory with an unparalleled natural setting, imparting the insular perception to the visitor since the Venice of the North straddles over a number of different islands. The flamboyantly-depicted Gamla Stan and the stunning Vasa museum and the inspiring Skansen open-air museum make for a truly memorable visit. 

My best holiday memory is…
Here again, I am at a loss and hence will opt for a handful rather than a single memorable holiday memory. The boat trip around Marettimo and the other Egadian Islands off the western coast of Sicily, feeding the sting rays in Antigua in the Caribbean and hiking along the majestic white sand dunes of the Baltic coast of Poland must rank among the best holiday memories I cherish. Jerusalem was stunning in its crude exposition of religious zeal and the Holy Sepulchre, the Wailing Wall and other sites in the contested-over city, beckon for a second visit. 
The best hotel I ever stayed in is…
I will have to give this section a miss since I do not normally invest much in accommodation, but generally speaking, hotels in Istanbul and the chalet we rented out in Scotland were the most welcoming.


The worst hotel I ever stayed in is…
A three-star hotel in Agrigento, on my way to Lampedusa, where we had to make do with a communal bathroom situated two floors down! Imagine having to take the lift to go to the loo?

My favourite restaurant abroad is… 
Recalling the name of the restaurant now would be asking too much of my memory but I recall it being a snug little restaurant along the narrow winding streets of the Anafiotika quarter in Athens, complete with its retinue of bouzouki-players, where we gorged on musaka, souflaki and different mezedes.

An adventure that went wrong for me…
Here again, I can count my blessings in not having experienced any major harrowing experience whilst abroad, even though the night-time train from Palermo to Rome or the ferry crossing from Gdansk in Poland to Stockholm in Sweden on a stormy night or the 7-hour ferry crossing from Lampedusa to Agrigento have seared my memory for their discomfort. The fact that I was only fourteen when visiting Israel and hence quite a Philistine and the fact that we never got to visit Bethlehem due to an upsurge in violence, even though it was Christmas time, are my biggest regrets. 

Someone I met on holiday I will never forget…
Whilst attending a reception as part of a conference social programme in Istanbul, I stumbled upon Prince Albert II of Monaco, who also happened to be the illustrious patron of the same conference. For the prince, the encounter with the undersigned certainly did not etch any indelible memory, especially since the conference was attended by 600 other delegates, but for myself the brief meeting with him was certainly worth the trip.

What I have learnt from my travels is…
We do live in the most exciting region of the world after all – the Mediterranean! Anywhere you lie in this riveting basin, you can immediately connect with the locals since Mediterranean hospitality is second to none – and the anecdotes are pretty the same everywhere you go in the basin. 

My travel tip is…
Avoid the crowds and indulge in some exploration of your own, away from the ruckus and bustle of the most popular monuments; avoid hot places in summer and opt for visits to glaciers, rainforests, coral reefs or any other natural habitat which is fast eroding away since such habitats might soon be the preserve of encyclopaedias and powerpoint presentations. 

My favourite spot in Malta is…

Wied l-Ghasri and San Blas in Gozo, and Migrah Ferha in Malta. These sites offer a modicum of seclusion rarely mirrored elsewhere on the islands. 

My holiday plans are…
Embarking on a Scandinavian cruise come next summer, God and budget willing of course. I still aim to hopscotch through the ‘sette sorelle’(seven sisters) or the volcanic Aeolian Islands to the north of Sicily one day. 


